This course will provide users with knowledge and skills to implement and utilize PSAIM for inspection data management, monitoring corrosion rate and remaining life, and scheduling activity and corrosion monitoring inspections in compliance with established inspection codes.

Upon completion of this course, the student shall be able to:

- Independently navigate PSAIM
- Complete data entry in PSAIM
- Import data from Excel
- Setup TMLs for corrosion monitoring and pressure T-Min calculations
- Create and assign inspection activities; complete, document and approve inspection activities
- Generate inspection schedules for corrosion monitoring and inspection activities
- Track equipment deficiency activities to resolution

Who should attend
This course is designed to offer focused training, networking, and best practice exchange during an interactive experience with PSAIM. This course is designed for personnel who will be utilizing or are evaluating PSAIM.

Course duration
Three days

Cost
$2,025